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The lowest energy electronic states of a donor located near a semiconductor-insulator-metal interface are
investigated within the effective mass approach. The effect of the finite thickness of the insulator between the
semiconductor and the metallic gate on the energy levels is studied. The lowest energy states are obtained
through a variational approach, which takes into account the influence of all image charges that arise due to the
presence of the metallic and the dielectric interfaces. We compare our results with a numerical exact calcula-
tion using the finite element technique.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the electrical and optical properties
of bulk and low dimensional semiconductors strongly de-
pend on the presence of donor impurities. Recently there has
been an enhanced interest to study shallow donor impurities
near an interface �either with vacuum or at a metal-oxide-
semiconductor interface� because of its importance in atomic
scale electronics and nanoelectronics. This is a consequence
of the growing tendency for miniaturization of electronic
devices.1 Doped Si is a promising candidate for quantum
computing due to its scalability, long spin coherence time,
and the amazing progress in Si technology.2 The precise con-
trol of the dopant position is necessary for the experimental
realization of such a working qubit. There are increasing
efforts to reach the required accuracy in donor positioning
using top-down techniques3–5 �single-ion implantation with
nm accuracy�, as well as using scanning tunnel microscopy
�STM�, i.e., positioning of P donors on a monohydride sur-
face with 1 nm accuracy with subsequent Si overgrowth.6,7

For fundamental physics as well as for applications it is in-
teresting to develop analytical methods for a better under-
standing of the physics of single dopants localized near an
interface taking into account the complete electrostatics of
the problem, i.e., the image charges.

For the case of a semiconductor/metal interface the en-
ergy spectrum was recently investigated in Ref. 8 using the
finite element technique. In Ref. 9 the ground state energy of
a donor localized in Si near an interface with a thick insulat-
ing layer �semiconductor/dielectric system� was studied us-
ing a variational approach. For intermediate and large values
of the distance between the donor and the interface a reason-
able agreement was found with the results for the ground
state energy obtained in Ref. 10 where a variational method
was applied with a trial wave function consisting of a sum-
mation over a basis set of wave functions.

Due to the increased miniaturization the oxide layer be-
tween the semiconductor and the metallic gate is strongly
reduced in thickness. Therefore, it becomes important to in-
clude the screening effect of the metallic gate on the impurity
states that are localized near the semiconductor/insulator in-
terface. This motivated us to develop a variational approach

for shallow donor states localized in a semiconductor at a
semiconductor-insulator-metal interface. We introduce a term
in the variational wave function that is responsible for the
interaction of the electron with the images in the insulator
and/or in the metallic gate which leads to a considerable
lowering of the energy, especially when the impurity is lo-
cated very near the interface. Our results for the ground and
the first excited state energies of the impurity electron bound
to the donor as obtained from our variational approach are in
a good agreement with the “numerically exact” energies
found using the numerical finite element approach for a
semiconductor/metal and especially for a semiconductor/
dielectric system. For the latter case we compare the ground
state energy also with previous theoretical work of Mac-
Millen and Landman.10 We found that for the case of equal
as well as for the case of different effective masses in parallel
and perpendicular directions to the interface our method
gives lower energy.

The proposed variational functions are also applied to the
semiconductor/insulator/metal interface problem with a finite
width dielectric layer. Now the image charge problem leads
to an infinite series of images.11 We also use a numerical
finite element approach to obtain the energy levels numeri-
cally exact in order to have an idea of the accuracy of our
variational approach. Because of the good agreement with
the exact numerical solution we may conclude that our varia-
tional functions take into account the influence of all image
charges.

The present paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
propose trial wave functions for an impurity electron near a
semiconductor/metal interface and the discussion of the re-
sults is presented in the same section. In Sec. III impurity
states at a semiconductor/dielectric interface are studied
on the basis of the same trial wave functions, introduced
in Sec. II, and the appropriateness of the wave functions
as well as the corresponding results are discussed there. A
semiconductor/insulator/metal interface problem with a finite
width dielectric layer is investigated in Sec. IV and the re-
sults obtained on the basis of the variational and numerical
“finite element” method are presented in the same section.
The conclusion is presented in Sec. V.
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II. IMPURITY NEAR A SEMICONDUCTOR/METAL
INTERFACE

In this section we consider a donor at a semiconductor/
insulator/metal interface where we assume that the oxide
layer is very thin and its only effect is to prevent the electron
to penetrate into the metal, i.e., it provides a very high po-
tential barrier. The thin oxide layer does not contribute to any
dielectric mismatch8 and only the metallic gate screens the
Coulomb potential. The permittivity at the semiconductor
side of the interface for typical semiconductors of interest is
about 10 while it is infinite in the metal. The dielectric mis-
match effects at the interface give rise to image charges that
screen the potential between the electron and the impurity.
The potential energy between the electron and the impurity
near the semiconductor/metal interface at a position r�d
= �0,d� is given by8

UCoul�r�� =
e2

�s
�−

1

4z
+

1
��2 + �z + d�2

−
1

��2 + �z − d�2�
�1�

with �=�x2+y2. The first term describes the attractive inter-
action between the electron and its image, the second term is
due to the repulsive interaction between the electron and the
donor image �as well as between the donor and the electron
image�, and the last term represents the normal impurity-
electron interaction. The problem is cylindrically symmetric
and we use cylindrical coordinates. In dimensionless units
expressed in terms of the Bohr radius aB=�2�s /m�e2 �where
�s is the permittivity at the semiconductor side and m� is the
transverse effective mass� and twice the Rydberg energy
2R�=�2 /m�aB

2 the Hamiltonian of the system is
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+
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�z2� + UCoul�r�� , �2�

where � is the ratio between the transverse and longitudinal
effective masses m�. We mostly use �=1 in this paper �we
will mention explicitly if we use a different value, i.e., �
=0.2079, which is typical for Si�. In GaAs we have aB
=9.89 nm, 2R�=11.6 meV, and �s=12.9 while for Si with
m�=0.19m0 we have aB=3.31 nm, 2R�=36.5 meV, and
�s=11.9.

For the ground state variational wave function we propose

�0 = Nz exp�− ��2�2 + �2�z − d�2�exp�− �z� , �3�

where the factor z guarantees that the wave function satisfies
the boundary condition ��z=0�=0 �Ref. 12�; �, �, and � are
variational parameters. The exponential factor f��z�
=exp�−�z� describes the effect of the image charges and
g��� ,��z−d��=exp�−��2�2+�2�z−d�2� takes into account
the electron-donor interaction. The normalization constant is
N=�1 /2	A with

A = 	
0




�d�	
0




dz z2 exp�− 2��exp�− 2�z� , �4�

where �=��2�2+�2�z−d�2.
The ground state energy as calculated with the trial func-

tion Eq. �3� is given by

E1s = �T1 + T2 + C�/A , �5�

where
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If we use a hydrogenlike factor in Eq. �3� with only one
parameter �i.e., we take �=��, then in the ground state en-
ergy, Eq. �5�, we have to replace T1 and T2 by

T1� = 	
0




�d�	
0




dz
�2

�
−

�2

2
�z2 exp�− 2�z�exp�− 2�� ,

T2� = 	
0
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�z

−
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2

�2z exp�− �z�
�z2 �z exp�− �z�exp�− 2�� .

The numerical results for the two different variational wave
functions in the case of equal transverse and longitudinal
effective masses ��=1� are shown in Fig. 1 where we com-
pare them with the results from an exact numerical diagonal-
ization of the problem. For intermediate values of d all three
results are practically the same, e.g., for d /aB=3 we found
E /2R�=−0.420,−0.418,−0.416 for, respectively, the exact,
three-parameter and two-parameter trial function results. For
small values of d the differences are larger, e.g., for d /aB
=1 we found E /2R�=−0.152,−0.142,−0.138 for, respec-
tively, the exact result, three-parameter and two-parameter
trial functions. In Fig. 1 we also present the results when we
remove the image charges and include only the direct Cou-
lomb interaction between the electron and the donor and take
into account the boundary condition at the surface. Notice
that: �i� the binding energy is larger �typically 0.2R� for d
�3aB� implying that the metal screens the electron-donor
Coulomb interaction and �ii� the d→
 limit is reached from
below while when including the image charges this limit is
reached from above.

The profile of the impurity electron potential along the z
axis �with �=0� for the semiconductor/insulator/metal case
with infinitely thin dielectric layer shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. 8
exhibits a double well structure and when the impurity
moves toward the interface, the potential wells start to inter-
act strongly and eventually combines into a single well. In
this region of close distances of the donor from the interface
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the term f��z�=exp�−�z� in the trial wave function is very
important and leads for small distance d�aB to an energy
lowering of more than 15%; if we take �=0 in Eq. �3� �with
���� the ground state energy becomes E /2R�=−0.119. We
compared our results with the numerical “exact” solution and
obtained a good agreement: the relative error is 0.6% when
we use the trial function with three variational parameters,
i.e., with ��� in the hydrogenlike function g��� ,��z−d�� in
Eq. �3� for the impurity distance d=2aB from the interface
and becomes 1.9% for the two-parameter case, i.e., when �
=�. The relative error tends to zero when d3aB for both
these cases. For smaller distances, when d=aB the relative
error is about 6% �10%� when we use the trial function with
three variational parameters �with two variational param-
eters�. We see that for the case when the hydrogenlike factor
in the trial function contains only one variational parameter,
i.e., �=� the relative error is about 10% for d=aB. In this
region the electron charge distribution is strongly nonspheri-
cal and one needs to introduce different variational param-
eters in the � and z directions in the hydrogenlike factor.

It is interesting to study this problem when the donor is
very close to the metal interface with d�0. In this case the
potential energy Eq. �1� leads to UCoul−1 /4z and becomes
exactly equal to UCoul=−1 /4z when d=0 since in this case
the effect of the donor on the electron is compensated by the
donor image. Using Eq. �5� we found for d→0 that the
variational parameters � ,�→0 and ��0.25. For d=0 the
electron is no longer bound to the donor but only to the
interface and we have a strictly one-dimensional problem. In
this region we can use for the trial function �0
=Nz exp�−�z�, which gives for the ground state energy a
simple expression

E0 = − �/4 + �2/2, �7�

which has the energy minimum E0 /2R�=−0.0312 at �
=0.25.

From Eq. �5� we found numerically for d→0 a plateau in
the value of the ground state energy with E0 /2R�=−0.033 for
d=0.3aB and the relative error with the exact result is about
1% for these distances. The difference with the result from
Eq. �7� for d=0 is 5% up to a distance of d=0.3aB.

In Fig. 2 we show the expectation value of the electron
position in units of aB in the � plane ���0

2dr and as an inset
of the figure the expectation value along the z axis
��z−d��0

2dr. The ground state energy is very small for d
→0 since �z� is increased about six times in comparison with
the bulk case and due to this the attractive Coulomb interac-
tion is effectively reduced. Figure 2 also shows that for d
→0 the electron is spread out in ��� plane; when d=0 the
probability to find the electron in different � points is a con-
stant and the coordinates � and z are decoupled. Notice that
we have �z�=d for d4aB and ��� reaches its bulk value for
d2aB while the energy is still influenced by the presence of
the interface for these d values. As it is well known, the
ground state energy of the one-dimensional hydrogenlike
atom does not exist, i.e., it is infinitely deep.13 But in our
case the ground state energy of the impurity electron �Eq.
�7�� has a finite value for d=0 due to the presence of an
impenetrable interface.

Next we construct the trial wave function of the 2s ex-
cited state, with the quantum numbers �n , l ,m�= �2,0 ,0� in
the bulk case, where we took as variational wave function

�2s = Nz�1 − ��2�2 + �2�z − d�2 − �2Sz�g���,��z − d��f��z�
�8�

and the parameter �2S is defined from the orthogonalization
condition14 ��0

��2sdr=0.

FIG. 1. �Color online� The dependence of the ground state en-
ergy �in units of 2R�� vs the donor position d /aB with respect to the
metal interface �for the semiconductor/metal interface problem�. We
compare the variational results with two parameters �circles�, with
the three variational parameter trial function �solid line� and “exact
solution” �stars� found in Ref. 8. The thin dashed line is the result
for d=
. For the comparison the ground state energy for the system
in the absence of the image effects is also presented �dot-dashed
curve�. Inset: the configuration of the semiconductor/metal system.

FIG. 2. �Color online� The average value of the electron position
in � direction in the 1s state vs the donor position in units of aB for
the semiconductor/metal interface. Inset: the dependence of the av-
erage distance between the electron and the donor along the z
direction.
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For the �2,1 , �1� states we choose the following varia-
tional functions:14

�2px
= Nzg���,��z − d��� cos � f�z� ,

�2py
= Nzg���,��z − d��� sin � f�z� .

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the energy of the ex-
cited states 2s �solid curve� and 2px �dashed curve� �in units
of 2R�� as a function of d �in units of aB�, calculated with the
three-parameter trial function Eq. �8�. As a comparison, in
the same figure we present the energy dependence for the 2s
state obtained in Ref. 8 indicated by stars as well as for the
2px state which are given by circles. The excited state ener-
gies in the absence of the image effects are also presented in
Fig. 3.

The comparison of the energy for the excited states 2s and
2px calculated by the variational approach with the results
obtained with the finite element method gives a relative error
that is less than 5%, even for the case when the donor is
close to the interface with d=aB. Notice that the presence of
the interface lifts the degeneracy of the 2s and 2px states and
we have E2px

E2s except around d�6aB where we find a
region with E2px

slightly lower energy than E2s. This crossing
behavior of the two energy levels was studied in detail in
Ref. 8. Notice that the crossing points depend strongly on the
accuracy of the used variational wave functions. In Ref. 8 the
electron probability density was studied for the excited
states. There it was found that near the first crossing point at
d�7aB for the 2s state the probability density is larger in the
region z�d. The reason is that even for such a large d the
electron has a finite probability to be near the interface since
in an excited state the electron is less strong bound to the
donor and is still appreciably attracted by the image resulting

in �z��d and a ��� which is larger than its corresponding
bulk value. For smaller d values the effect of the interface as
well as the repulsive interaction between the electron and the
donor image increases; at d�6.5aB we find also on the basis
of our variational method that �z��d and ��� is almost de-
creased to its bulk value. With a further decrease in d we find
that �z� and ��� are monotonically increasing. When we ne-
glect the image charges: �i� the binding energies of the 2s
and 2p states are two times larger for d�3aB; �ii� for d
�10aB the binding energy is still about 20% larger as com-
pared to the fully screened problem. Notice that both results
converge very slowly to each other with increasing d; and
�iii� there is no crossing between the 2s and 2p binding en-
ergies.

III. IMPURITY NEAR A SEMICONDUCTOR/INSULATOR
INTERFACE

In the limiting case of a very thick dielectric layer �what
implies the absence of a metallic gate� only the oxide layer
screens the Coulomb potential and the potential energy be-
tween the electron and the donor located at a distance d from
the semiconductor/dielectric interface takes the form �when
using dimensionless units of aB and R��,

UCoul�r�� =
Q

4z
−

Q
��2 + �z + d�2

−
1

��2 + �z − d�2
, �9�

where Q= ��s−�ox� / ��s+�ox�0 with �s permittivity at the
semiconductor side of the interface and �ox for the dielectric.
Now, the first term describes the repulsive interaction be-
tween the electron and its image, the second term is due to
the attractive interaction between the electron and the donor
image �as well as between the donor and the electron image�,
and the last term represents the direct impurity-electron Cou-
lomb interaction. For this problem we choose the same trial
wave function Eq. �3� which is motivated as follows. The
Coulomb correlation between two negatively charged par-
ticles �the electron and its image� for the system with the
potential energy Eq. �9� can be described by a factor
�1+�z�. Similar functions for the electron-electron repulsive
interaction were used previously for different systems �quan-
tum wells15 and dots16�. If we assume that the electron and
the donor image interact only along the z direction, then this
and the interaction between the electron and its image can be
taken care of using the exponential factor f�z�=exp�−�z�;
the validity of this approximation is confirmed by a compari-
son with the exact solution.

For the case of a semiconductor/dielectric interface we
compared our results with the theoretical results of Mac-
Millen and Landman10 presented in Table I, which was ob-
tained for a “perfect imaging plane,” i.e., with Q=1 and for
the case of equal effective masses in parallel and perpendicu-
lar directions to the interface ��=1�. We found that our
method gives lower energy even in the case when the donor
is localized at small distance from the interface. Here, the
factor f�z� leads to an energy lowering of about 5% for the
donor distance d=aB.

Now, we consider the case of nonequal effective masses
in parallel and perpendicular directions to the interface with

FIG. 3. �Color online� The dependence of the excited state en-
ergies 2s �solid curve� and 2px �dashed curve� calculated variation-
ally �with three parameters�, as well as the numerical exact result
indicated by stars for 2s and by circles for 2px state �in units of 2R��
vs the donor position d /aB from the metal gate �for the system with
an infinitely thin insulator layer�. The excited state energies 2s �dot-
dot-dashed curve� and 2px �dot-dashed curve� for the system in the
absence of the image effects.
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�=0.2079 as it is for Si. The ground state energy of the
system with �=0.2079 when the donor is localized at the
distances d�3aB from the semiconductor-dielectric interface
found in Ref. 9, using a variational approach, has much
higher value than those found in Ref. 10. Only for large
values of d both results agree. The results found on the basis
of our three-parameter variational wave function and Eq. �2�
with �=0.2079, as well as the results of Refs. 9 and 10 are
compared in Table II. For the case of the different masses
f�z� leads to an energy lowering of about 6% when d=aB.

In the rest of our paper we restrict ourselves to the case
�=1. In Fig. 4 we present the dependence of the ground state
energy �in units of 2R�� as a function of the distance d of the
donor from the semiconductor/dielectric interface �in units of
aB� calculated with the three variational parameter trial func-
tion Eq. �3� �solid curve�. In the same figure the ground state
energy dependence calculated with the trial function Eq. �3�,
in which we took �=�, is indicated by circles as well as by
stars for the exact numerical results. We used material con-
stants for Si with �s=11.9 and for the oxide side �ox=3.4,
which is for SiO2. The ground state energy in the absence of
the image effects is also presented in Fig. 4 �dot-dashed
curve�. Notice that now the image charges lead to an increase
in the binding energy which for small d amounts to almost a
factor of 2 increase. Thus in this case we have an effective
enhancement �i.e., antiscreening� of the electron-donor inter-
action.

To estimate the large d contribution of the image terms
�first and second terms in Eq. �9�� in the energy of the system
we substitute into Eq. �9� zd�� which leads to �E /2R�

�−Q /4d. For d10aB this gives an energy difference of
�E /2R��−0.014 which is very close to the distance be-
tween solid and dot-dashed curves in Fig. 4. For the
semiconductor/metal interface case �Q=−1� at d=10aB
�E /2R��1 /4d=0.025 and is in a very good agreement with
the corresponding numerical result.

For large distances d→
 the electron interacts only with
the donor and we found that the ground as well as excited
energies tend to the corresponding bulk limits. For interme-
diate distances d the electron starts to feel also the donor
image and a minimum at d=3.25aB with E0 /2R�=−0.533
appears in Fig. 4 �with �=0.99, �=0.85, and �=0.32�. No-
tice that such a local minimum is absent when we do not
include the image charges in our calculation.

In Fig. 5 we present the expectation value of the electron
position in the ground state along the z axis ��z−d��0

2dr and
in the � plane ���0

2dr. Notice that the electron is localized on
the impurity, i.e., �z�=d for d6aB; ��� has a local minimum
for d�1.5aB and ��� reaches its bulk value from below for
d6aB. Figure 5 shows that ��� is decreased at d�3aB
�where the ground state energy has a local minimum� and �z�
is increased in comparison with their bulk values. Due to the
squeezing along the z axis at d�3aB the electron image is
partially screened by the donor image while the electron is
bound to the donor and its image. As a result the system
gains some additional binding. Until d=1.5aB the electron
wave function in the lateral direction is further squeezed
which reduces the repulsive interaction between the electron
and its image but in this case the energy increases since �z�
increases rapidly with decreasing d �mainly as an effect of

TABLE I. The values of the variational parameters � and � and the ground state energy E0 of the impurity
electron near the semiconductor/insulator interface for different values of d /aB calculated on the basis of the
variational wave function Eq. �3� with �=�, and the result E0� found in Ref. 10 for �=1 �with Q=1� as well
as the relative error between these two results defined as �E0−E0�� /E0 are given.

d /aB � � E0 /R� present E0� /R� Ref. 10 Relative error in %

0.4 0.797 0.011 −0.716 −0.651 9.9

1.0 0.971 0.280 −0.927 −0.895 3.6

1.6 1.004 0.370 −1.077 −1.052 2.4

2.0 0.992 0.366 −1.116 −1.093 2.1

3.0 0.969 0.306 −1.128 −1.109 1.7

4.0 0.968 0.246 −1.111 −1.094 1.6

6.0 0.979 0.168 −1.080 −1.068 1.1

TABLE II. The ground state energy E0 of the impurity electron near the semiconductor/insulator interface
for different values of d /aB calculated for the case �=0.2079 �Q=1� on the basis of the three-parameter
variational wave function Eq. �3� and the energy E0� found in Ref. 10 as well as the energy E0� found in Ref.
9.

d /aB � � � E0 /R� present E0� /R� Ref. 10 E0� /R� Ref. 9

0.4 2.100 4.847 0.651 −1.686 −1.593

1.0 1.916 4.518 0.791 −1.886 −1.828 −1.376

2.0 1.799 5.045 0.491 −1.793 −1.757 −1.527

3.0 1.785 5.211 0.335 −1.726 −1.701 −1.552

4.0 1.783 5.289 0.251 −1.688 −1.670 −1.555
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the interface and of the repulsive Coulomb interaction�. Fig-
ure 5 shows also that ��� is also increasing with further de-
crease in d.

Our variational approach gives very good agreement with
the exact numerical results based on the finite element
method. For d�2aB the two-parameter and three-parameter
variational functions give practically the same results with
the exact result. The relative error is only about 1% for d
=aB, when we use Eq. �3� with three variational parameters
which leads to the energy E0 /2R�=−0.392 �with �=0.92, �
=0.67, and �=0.38�.

Since the interaction between the electron and its image is
repulsive for the semiconductor/dielectric system, the elec-
tron wave function is not spread out at the interface when the
donor is close to the interface, and the trial function Eq. �3�
even with one variational parameter in the hydrogeniclike
function exp�−��r2+ �z−d�2� leads to the ground state en-
ergy with a relative error of about 2% when d=aB.

We are observing that � changes its sign at a small values
of d, namely, at d0.1aB. This fact is connected with the
following: when the donor and its image are very close to
each other the electron feels them as one point charge located
at z=0, and now the factor f�z�=exp�−�z� describes mainly
the repulsive interaction between the electron and its image
�it can be presented as f�z�= �1+ ���z� �Refs. 15 and 16��.
Consequently, the interactions of the electron with the donor
and its image are described by the hydrogenic factor
g��� ,��z−d�� in Eq. �3� with close values of � and � ��
=0.55, �=0.59�.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the energy of the ex-
cited states 2s �solid curve� and 2px �dashed curve� �in units
of 2R�� as a function of d �in units of aB� for a
semiconductor/dielectric interface calculated with the three-
parameter trial function Eq. �8�. As a comparison we also
show the numerical exact result for the 2s �2px� state indi-
cated by stars �circles� as well as the energies in the absence
of the image effects. Notice that now E2px

E2s for all values
of d and there is no crossing of these two energy levels as in
previous case. This is due to the fact that in the present case
of a semiconductor/dielectric interface, the interaction be-
tween the electron and its image is repulsive �see Fig. 7� and
consequently there is no potential well as in the
semiconductor/metal case. The expectation values �z� and ���
as a function of d have the same behavior as for the ground
state, with the only difference that now for the 2s state the
minimum in the energy and in ��� occur almost at the same
position, i.e., d�2.5aB. Notice that: �i� also for the excited

FIG. 4. �Color online� The dependence of the ground state en-
ergy �in units of 2R�� as a function of d /aB with respect to the
semiconductor/dielectric interface using the trial function with three
variational parameters �solid curve�. As a comparison we indicate
by circles the results obtained with the two parameters trial function
as well as by stars the exact results. The result for d→
 is indicated
by the dashed horizontal line. We present also the ground state
energy in the absence of the image effects �dot-dashed curve�. Inset:
the configuration of the semiconductor/dielectric system.

FIG. 5. �Color online� The average value of the electron position
in the lateral direction for the 1s state vs the donor position in units
of aB for the case of semiconductor/dielectric interface. Inset: the
dependence of the average distance between the electron and the
donor along the z direction.

FIG. 6. �Color online� The dependence of the excited state en-
ergies 2s �solid curve� and 2px �dashed curve� calculated variation-
ally and numerical exact indicated by stars for 2s and by circles for
2px �in units of 2R�� as a function d /aB for a semiconductor/
dielectric system. The excited state energies for 2s �dot-dot-dashed
curve� and 2px �dot-dashed curve� for the system in the absence of
the image effects.
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states there is almost a factor of 2 increase in the binding
energy for small d values when the image charge effect is
included; �ii� the 2s state without image charge effect does
not exhibit a local minimum; and �iii� the result with image
charge effect for large d converges very slowly to the result
without image charges.

IV. IMPURITY NEAR A SEMICONDUCTOR/INSULATOR/
METAL INTERFACE

In this section we investigate the energy states of a shal-
low impurity in a semiconductor near an interface with a
dielectric layer of finite thickness which is subsequently cov-
ered by a metallic layer. First we calculate the potential for
the impurity in the case of three-layer problem using the
image method. The system to be investigated is shown in the
inset of Fig. 7, the impurity is located in the semiconductor
at a distance d from the interface.

Using the image method we find an infinite number of
image charges for the electron11

e1 = e��3 − �1�/��3 + �1� ,

e−2n−1 = e
�1 − �2

�1 + �2

�1 − �3

�1 + �3
�n 4�1�3

��1 + �3�2

�1 − �2

�1 + �2
�n = 0,1, . . .� ,

�10�

which are located at

z1 = − ze,

z−2n−1 = − �2n + 2�l − ze, �11�

where l is the thickness of the oxide layer, and e1 and e−1 are
the nearest image charges of the electron. Now, the potential
energy �see Fig. 7� becomes

UCoul
3layer�r�� =

1

�1
��

n=0



ee−2n+1

2�ze − z−2n+1�
− �

n=0



ee−2n+1

��d − z−2n+1�2 + �e
2

−
e2

��ze − d�2 + �e
2� . �12�

The first sum describes the interaction between the elec-
tron and its images, the second sum is due to the interaction
between the electron and the impurity images �as well as
between the impurity and the electron images�, and the last
term represents the direct impurity-electron interaction. For
the case of the semiconductor/insulator/metal interface prob-
lem with a finite dielectric layer, where an infinite series of
images arise, the above-proposed variational wave functions
for the ground state as well as for the first excited states have
been used. The assumption that the electron interacts only
along the z axis with all “infinite” number of images of
the donor leads to the conclusion that the effect of all “infi-
nite series” of the Coulomb interactions �the first and the
second sum in Eq. �12�� can be described by one factor
f�z�=exp�−�z� in the total trial wave function Eq. �3�. We
also use numerical finite difference approach to obtain nu-
merically exact results for this problem.

In Fig. 8 we present the dependence of the ground state
energy �in units of 2R�� as a function of d /aB, near a
semiconductor/dielectric/metal interface with dielectric layer
thickness l /aB=0.5, using the trial function with three varia-
tional parameters �solid curve� and by stars is indicated the
dependence found on the basis of the finite element tech-
niques. The comparison between the results obtained with
the variational function with three parameters and the exact
results gives a relative error of 3% when d=aB, thickness of
dielectric layer l=aB �for the permittivity �1=3.4 of the ox-

FIG. 7. �Color online� The potential energy �in units of 2R�� of
the electron along the z axis �with �=0� for a semiconductor/
dielectric/metal interface with the oxide layer thickness l /aB=0.5;
solid line �dashed line� corresponds to the case when the impurity is
located at the distance d /aB=1 �d /aB=3�. Inset: the configuration
of the semiconductor/insulator/metal system.

FIG. 8. �Color online� The dependence of the ground state en-
ergy �in units of 2R�� as a function of d /aB with respect to the
semiconductor/dielectric/metal interface, with the oxide layer thick-
ness l /aB=0.5, using the finite element techniques �stars� also from
the trial function with three variational parameters �solid curve� and
two parameters �circles�. The thin dashed line is the result for d
=
. The ground state energy �l /aB=0.5� for the case when for each
of the donor and the electron we take only two images �dot-dot-
dashed curve�.
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ide layer and �3=11.9 for the semiconductor�, and the low-
ering due to the factor f�z� is about 7.6%. For d=aB, and
dielectric layer thickness l=aB /2 the relative error becomes
3.8%, and the lowering due to the factor f�z� is about 8.5%
now. We see that with the decrease in the dielectric layer
thickness, when the influence of the metal gate becomes
stronger the relative error increases and the influence of the
image term f�z� leads to a stronger energy lowering. In Fig.
8 we also present the ground state energy dependence �for
l /aB=0.5� for the case, when in the sum of Eq. �12� we retain
only the n=0,1 terms, i.e., only one image charge for each
real charge is included for each dielectric layer �see dot-dot-
dashed curve�. Notice that this leads to an overestimation of
the binding energy which for small d values becomes almost
a factor of 3.

When laB the energies of the system with the finite
dielectric layer tend to the results of the semiconductor/
dielectric interface case obtained with the potential Eq. �9�.
For opposite case of l�aB we obtain the results we found
with potential Eq. �1�.

Figure 9 shows the dependence of the excited state energy
�2,0,0� calculated variationally �solid curve� and “exactly”
indicated by stars �in units of 2R�� as a function of d /aB for
the semiconductor/oxide/metal system with l /aB=0.5, as
well as for �2,1,1� state calculated exactly �circles� and varia-
tionally �dashed curve�. Notice that for d8aB the 2s and
2px states become degenerate. In Fig. 9 we compared the
results also with the cases in which we neglected the image
charge effect completely �dashed-dotted curves� and when
we include the image charge approximately, namely, when
only one image charge is included for each charge for each
dielectric material �dashed and dotted curves�. We found that
for small d values the binding energy is overestimated with

almost a factor of 3 if the image charge effect is neglected
�and if it is approximated by only the n=0 terms in Eq. �12��.

Figure 10 shows the average values of the electron posi-
tion along the z axis and the � plane vs the donor position in
units of aB for the semiconductor/dielectric/metal interface in
the 1s state. Notice that the qualitative behavior of both func-
tions is similar to what was found in Fig. 5 with the quanti-
tative difference that the minimum in ��� found for previous
case is more pronounced.

Figure 11 shows the ground state energy dependence as a
function of d /aB for different oxide layer thicknesses. For
small values of the oxide layer thickness l as a limiting case
we obtain the energy of the semiconductor/metal system; for
l=0.1aB and d=aB we find that E /2R�−0.15, which is
close to the ground state energy of the semiconductor/metal

FIG. 9. �Color online� The dependence of the excited state en-
ergies 2s �solid curve� and 2px �dashed curve� calculated variation-
ally and exactly indicated by stars for 2s and by circles for 2px state
�in units of 2R�� as a function of d /aB for a semiconductor/
dielectric/metal system with l /aB=0.5. The excited state energies
for 2s �dot-dot-dashed curve� and 2px �dot-dashed curve� for the
system in the absence of the image effects, as well as 2s �dotted
curve� and 2px �dashed curve� when for each of the donor and the
electron we take only one image with respect to each of the metal
and the dielectric interfaces.

FIG. 10. �Color online� The average value of the electron posi-
tion on the � direction in the 1s state vs the donor position in units
of aB for the semiconductor/dielectric/metal interface. Inset: the de-
pendence of the average distance between the electron and the do-
nor along the z direction.

FIG. 11. �Color online� The ground state energy as a function of
d /aB for a semiconductor/dielectric/metal system with different
thicknesses of the oxide layer: l /aB=0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 1. Inset: the
ground state energy as a function of l /aB for fixed d /aB=0.5, 1,
and 2.
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system found for d=aB �see Fig. 1�. In the opposite case
when the oxide layer thickness is large, i.e., l /aB�1, we are
close to the energies of the dielectric/semiconductor system
presented in Fig. 4. The energy of the semiconductor/metal
system at small d is more shallow since the electron in this
case is mainly bound with its image while in the
semiconductor/dielectric case the electron feels the attraction
of two positively charged motionless centers �donor and its
image� which screen the repulsive interaction between the
electron and its image resulting in a larger binding. In the
same figure we present as an inset the dependencies of the
ground state energy as a function of l /aB for fixed d /aB
=0.5, 1, and 2. The energy of the system which contains only
the direct electron-donor interaction, i.e., the image terms are
absent, is ED /2R�=−0.309 for d=aB. We find that the ground
state energy of the semiconductor/dielectric/metal system for
d /aB=1 and l1.5aB is equal to the energy of the system
which contains only the direct electron-donor interaction.
The image terms which arise due to the dielectric and the
metallic interfaces compensate each other for these specific
values of d and l.

Finally, we investigated the ground as well as the first
excited state energies of a semiconductor/vacuum/metal sys-
tem with �ox=1. The obtained dependence for the ground
state energy with a fixed vacuum layer thickness l=0.5 is
shown in Fig. 12 with an inset figure of the ground state
energy dependence on l /aB for fixed d /aB=0.5, 1, and 2.
Here we also find that the image terms due to the dielectric
and the metallic interfaces compensate each other for values
of d=aB and l=0.5aB since the ground state energy �dot-
dashed� curve for the pure electron-donor problem crosses
the energy of the system with an infinite number of images
�solid curve� in Fig. 12.

The results for the excited state energies as a function of
d=aB for l=0.5 are presented in Fig. 13. Remarkably, the
approximate result when we neglect the effect of image
charges is closer to the numerical exact result as compared to
the approximation in which we include only two image
charges. This indicates that the effect of the images resulting
from the donor and from the electron largely compensate
each other for these specific values of d and l. Such a metal/
vacuum/semiconductor interface problem is encountered
when one uses a STM to investigate impurity states localized
near a semiconductor surface as was done in, e.g., Ref. 17.

V. CONCLUSION

The proposed variational trial wave functions for an im-
purity electron near a semiconductor/metal interface give
good agreement with an exact numerical treatment of the
problem for the ground as well as the first excited states. For
small distance between the donor and the metal interface d
=aB the factor f�z� in the trial wave functions, which is re-
sponsible for the interaction of the electron with the images,
leads to an energy lowering of about 15% and with a relative
error for the ground state energy of about 6%. For an impu-
rity near a semiconductor/dielectric interface we obtain a bet-
ter agreement with the exact results than for the metal inter-
face case. The energy lowering due to the factor f�z� is about
5% for the semiconductor/dielectric system.

For the case of the semiconductor/insulator/metal inter-
face problem with a finite dielectric layer the above-
proposed variational wave functions for the ground state as
well as for the first excited states have been used, and a good
agreement with the exact results is found. We have found
that in the three-layer system, where an infinite series of

FIG. 12. �Color online� The dependence of the ground state
energy �in units of 2R�� as a function of d /aB with respect to the
semiconductor/vacuum/metal interface ��ox=1�, with a vacuum
layer thickness l /aB=0.5, using the finite element techniques �stars�
also from the trial function with three variational parameters �solid
curve�. The ground state energy in the absence of the image effects
�dot-dashed curve�, as well as for the case when for the donor and
the electron we take only two images �dot-dot-dashed curve�. Inset:
the ground state energy as a function of l /aB for fixed d /aB=0.5, 1,
and 2.

FIG. 13. �Color online� The dependence of the excited state
energies 2s �solid curve� and 2px �dashed curve� calculated varia-
tionally and exactly indicated by stars for 2s and by circles for 2px

state �in units of 2R�� as a function d /aB for a semiconductor/
vacuum/metal system ��ox=1� with l /aB=0.5. For the system in the
absence of the image effects 2s �dot-dot-dashed curve� and 2px

�dot-dashed curve�, as well as 2s �dotted curve� and 2px �dashed
curve� when for each of the donor and the electron we take only
two images.
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images arises, the presence of the metallic gate strongly af-
fects the energetics of the system for an oxide layer thickness
l�aB. The energy lowering due to the factor f�z� for small
distances, i.e., d�aB and for l�aB is considerable.

We found that the effect of the image charges is large for
small d values and can lead to a factor of 2–3 difference in
the binding energy of the ground and excited states. Only for
the semiconductor/insulator/metal interface at some specific
values of l and d this correction is almost neglectable be-
cause of a cancellation of the effect of the different images.
For large d values the convergence of the results without
images toward the numerical exact result is slow, i.e., the
difference exhibits a 1 /d power-law dependence.

Our calculations, which were performed within the effec-
tive mass approximation, lead to a decrease in the donor
binding energy with decreasing distance of the donor to the
interface. This general trend is found for a metallic/
semiconductor interface, for a dielectric/semiconductor inter-
face �although here a small increase in the binding energy is
found for d /aB1�, and also for a metallic/dielectric/
semiconductor interface. These results are opposite to recent

experimental results,18 where using a STM tip, the binding
energy of Si donors in GaAs was found to increase with
almost a factor of 7 when the donor was brought close to the
GaAs interface. This discrepancy must be attributed to the
discrete atomic character of Si-GaAs system which was not
included in our treatment of the problem. The latter may lead
to modifications to our effective mass approach because the
electron effective mass and the dielectric function may be
different close to the GaAs surface. Furthermore, the Si do-
nor locally distorts the GaAs lattice, in particular, when it is
close to the surface, leading to strain fields which will have
an effect on the electronic band structure close to the GaAs
surface.
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